Abstract. In order to improve the comfort of ill patients admitted during the ICU, reduce the pain caused by various operations, improve the efficiency of data monitoring in ICU and analyze the sample data, this paper puts forward a kind of continuous data analysis algorithm based on online segmentation. Through the statistics of 3000 patients pain data samples in ICU, this paper obtains the ant colony distribution of pain level data, and uses VB software to segment ant data with different coefficients, finally gets the pain level 3D cloud for different levels, which provides a theoretical basis for the study on electronic equipment used in ICU.
Introduction
Most critically ill patients have experienced bad memory in the ICU, and pain caused by operation is one of the main bad memories. Some conventional nursing measures such as removal of drainage tube, wound care, deep breathing, cough practice, sputum suction operation, changing position will give ill patients pain. Not control of pain may lead to multiple organ complications, duration of chronic pain, anxiety and other adverse consequences [1] . But most critically ill patients have consciousness disorder and tracheal intubation factors, they can't express the pain. In order to improve the efficiency of the patient's nursing, it is effective to detect and continuous evaluate the ward electronic equipment data. Based on this, this paper designs the data monitoring algorithm of ICU, and the main framework is as follows:
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Monitoring initial data samples Fig.1 : The data sample online segmentation process As shown in Figure 1 it indicates the basic frame chart of data sample online segmentation. Initial sample data is firstly through genetic binary code, using equidistant partition coefficient to rank sample, and using the ant colony algorithm to optimize data, eventually realizing the data continuous monitoring [2] . This monitoring value has an important guiding significance for the ICU electronic equipment operation.
Data Online Segmentation Algorithm Theoretical Basis
We use particle filter theory to simulation model of the relationship between the levels [3] . Specifically, our goal is based on the observation and background of the regional estimation of the posterior density [4] . According to Bias's rule, we can get update rules of the dynamic graphical models . 
In the formula (2), we use the conditions independent attributes of the graphical model, in the formula (4), we apply these characteristics, based on the theory of particle filtering, and posterior density can be expressed as:
In formula (5) 1:
is the associated weighting, δ is the Dirac function. Weight can be given based on the importance of sampling theory:
p z x are the possibility of the target observed and the background observed, they can be estimated by the image observation data. In our experiments, we used a weight based on the histogram of the nuclear theory to give a sample. In particular, we can estimate the local likelihood density as follows:
0 h in the type is the initial histogram model of the target object, ( | )
h z x is a histogram of the samples x. Similarly, we have the likelihoods density of background:
h is the initial histogram model of the target object, ' ( | )
h z x is called the "object -the relationship between background density". Because we use a fixed width to select the background with a predefined, in our experiments, we assume that this is a Gaussian distribution. When a posteriori estimation iteration, it can be calculated the expectancy to give the final estimated shape of the object. Because in an iterative case, it is very difficult to estimate of object contour according to one step, we propose a dynamic graphical model , t is an iteration index respectively, t z and t z ' said image observation space target and background regions of pixel set. The intermediate layer is based on graph theory [5] .It can be thought the directly relationship has the same direction from PCA shape space to the pixel state space of a direct link with the pixels from state space to image observation space. Fig.2 : System graphical model Data online segmentation is based on online distribution statistics of data samples, and divides the different data samples based on grades, and encodes the data using different encoding forms [6] . The general use optimum coding is the binary genetic algorithm, and the model is as shown in the formula (9). (9) This paper uses limit value to process the two similar data samples and optimization. The relationship of data fusion is as follows:
(10) When the function values of C is infinitesimal, data sample M will be close to data samples N infinite. Desecrating the sample data: . p is the gain coefficient from 1 M to 1 N , q is zero line offset coefficient from 1 M to 1 N [7, 8] . When the values obtained are the smallest, it can do segmentation optimization on sample data.
(12) The formula of data samples online segmentation through discretion is as follows:
(13) The entire sample data can use particle swarm optimization. The optimal position of particle swarm search is the global optima, denoted as:
(14) Finding the two optimal values, by updating the data particle re-evaluates the data online segmentation effect, and divides the data again, realizing iterative optimization process of data segmentation. 
Research on ICU Electronic Equipment Monitoring Data
In order to verify the effectiveness and reliability of the data online segmentation algorithm designed in section second, this paper uses VB data processing toolbox to do online segmentation on ICU large data. The schematic diagram of equipment in ICU is as shown in Figure 3 . Figure 3 shows the diagram of electronic equipment within the ICU. Large amount of calculation for the ICU device is not a problem, as shown in Figure 3 ; the computing device in ICU doesn't have too much requirement on the volume, so they usually have big storage capacity and the large amount of calculation [9] . Figure 4 represents data statistical sample. Through the analysis of 3000 intensive care patients' data and different levels division of pain behavior, this paper obtained the distribution map of the patient's pain [10] . And it uses the online segmentation to segment the data, the result is as shown in Figure 5 . Figure 5 shows the online segmentation results for 3D data. It divides the intensive care patient's pain into ten levels, and uses different segmentation interval to do online segmentation on the data, the results obtained are as shown in Figure 4 . Red is higher pain behavior level, it should be emphatically considered in nursing [11, 12] . Figure 6 shows the data monitoring interval accuracy rate under different segmentation interval. Through the detecting of 0.2-0.9 seconds, the accuracy rate has obvious fluctuation, but when the interval is 0.01 and 0.03, the accuracy is better than that in 0.05. So in the online data segmentation, it needs to consider the segmentation interval to improve the accuracy of intensive care data detecting. The accuracy of ICU data can affect the analysis of the pathological severity and effectively improve the efficiency of the patient nursing.
Summary
This paper designs the continuous monitoring method of ICU electronic equipment large data, and uses the binary genetic algorithm to encode the data distribution, use equidistant to do online segmentation on the data samples, finally the data monitoring program under the VB software operating environment is obtained. Through the statistical and numerical calculation for 3000 ICU patients pain data, the pain level 3D distribution is obtained, which provides reference for nursing care for critical patients. For the other data not pain data processing, it needs to be further studied. Through the use of different data processing algorithms, it can make the data online segmentation more accurate.
